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TOSS-UP

Elementary Quiz Bowl
Round Number 1

BONUS
1  Continents

What continent is between New Guinea and
Antarctica?

1  Lava

The outpouring of moiten rock from a volcano is
caiied a lava what?

Australia

2  Colonial Economics

The Jamestown settlers experimented with
glassblowing, vineyard cultivation, and silkworm
farming, but, by the 1620s, only what single
Virginia crop proved to be economically viable?

2  Namesakes

In what state could you travel along the Junipero
Serra Freeway or dimb Junipero Serra Peak?

tobaccQ

3  inventions

The Chinese Invented what calculator that uses
sliding beads to help compute math problems?

California

3  Wind

What is the term for a sudden, temporary increase
in wind speed, generally lasting less than 20
seconds?

abacus

4  Latin America

How many South American .countries are adjacent
to Central American countries?

gust

4  Reaaoning

A ladder hangs over the side of a ship at anchor.
The bottom rung touches the water. The distance
between the rungs is 20 cm and the length of the
ladder Is 180 cm. The tide is rising 15 cm per
hour. When will the water reach the seventh rung
from the top?

1  rcolombiat

5  Maps

What kind of map represents relief by means of
contour lines?

never

5  Distance Problems

Two cars leave the same gas station In EIko,
Nevada, going in opposite directions, if their
speeds are 40 and 60 miles per hour, how long
will it be untii they are 300 miles apart?

topographic ftoDO^ map 3 hours
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llementary Quiz Bowl
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6  Meetings

This is from what document prepared after a
formal meeting?
The meeting was called to order at 7 p.m.
Present were Mayor Builwinkle and Councilors
Badenov, Fatale, Peabody, and Peachluzz.
Mr. Peabody reported the replacement parts
for the Wayback Machine had finally arrived.

Ms. Fatale requested funds for the Miss
Transylvania pageant. minutes

7  Time

What is the American equivalent of British
summer time and Central European summer time?

6  Rainfall

The highest amount of ralnfaii ever recorded
occurred at a site in India in one year was 1000
inches. To the nearest whole number, this equals
how many feet?

daylight saving tlmo

8  Skin Conditions

In Hebrew it is called "duck skin." In Vietnamese,

it is called "chicken skin." in Swedish |it is called
"goose skin." What is the English name of this skin
condition associated with cold.

7  Fairy Tales

In "Revolting Rhymes", Roald Dahl modified what
fairy tale and completed it with these lines?
"Oh Daddy," cried the Baby Bear,
"My pom'dge gonel It isnt fairl"
"Then go upstairs," the Big Bear said,
"Your porridge is upon the bed.
But as it's inside mademoiselle.
You'll have to eat her up as well."

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

8  People

The number of people residing in a town, county,
state, or country comprise its what?

Qoose pimoies fooose flesh, ooose bumosl

9  Etymology

What term for a period of time was derived from a
Latin word indicating a group of 100 things?

population

9  Emblems

The two most common zoological emblems of China
are the dragon and what mammal?

centurv

1 0 British Literature

In what story by Rudyard Kipling is this line
found?

It is the hardest thing in the world to frighten
a mongoose, because he is eaten up from nose
to tail with curiosity.

panda (oiant oandal

1 0 Planets

Which vowel does not appear in the names of the
eight planets of our solar system?

Rikki-Tikki-Tavi
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1 1 Chiming, Simply Chiming
Wind chimes are what kind of musical

instrument?

1 1 Temperature Changes
In 1972, Loma Montana broke the national record
for the greatest temperature change within a
24-hour period when it recorded a change from
-54 degrees to 49 degrees, a climb of how many
degrees?

percussion

1 2 Fantasy Characters

What character in "The Hobbit" who lived on an

Island in the center of a lake under the Misty
Mountains is described as a small, slimy
creature?

103

1 2 Reptiles in Literature

Rudyard Kipling wrote that while Nag and Nagalna
are king cobras, what kind of snake is Kaa?

Gollum python flndian ovthonl
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1  Landforms

Based on the Spanish word for table, what
landfprm is an elevated area with a flat top and
steep sides?

1  Settings

"Hans Brinker, or the Silver Skates" Is set in
which of the European Low Countries?

2  Land Deals

In 1867, the U.S. greatly expanded Its area with
the purchase of what territory from Russia?

3  Animals

What is the world's tallest land animal?

Netherlands fHolland^

2  U.S. Coins

The $10 gold piece was known as the eagle. What
was the sum of the face value of a quarter eagle, a
half eagle, and a double eagle?

S27.50

3  Wings

The wings of what animal consist of two thin layers
of skin stretched over its arms and fingers?

giraffe

4  Expressions

What popular expression is suggested in this
19th-century verse?
The faithful dog - why should I strive
To speak his merits, while they live
In every breast, and man's best friend
Does often at his heels attend.

bat

4  Energy

Photovoltaic cells convert what kind of energy into
electricity?

A dog is a man's best friend.

5  Syllables

What is the third trisyllabic word in the Pledge of
Allegiance?

solar flight, radiant, electromagnetic^

5  Children's Novels

In Judy Biume's Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing,"
Farley Drexel Hatcher hates his name and prefers
to be called what?

republic
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6  Sweet Stories

These lines are from what story?
-"i want an Oompa-LGcmpal screamed Veruca.
•The snozberries taste iike snczberriesl

•Eatabie marshmaliow piiiows
-Lickabie wailpaper for nurseries
•Rainbow drops • suck them and you can
spit in sb( different coiors

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

7  Reciprocais

What is the reciprocal of 2 1/3?

6  Parts of Speech

What part of speech Is used most frequently in this
statement by Daniel Webster?
The Law: it has honored us, may we honor it.

pronoun

7  Ghost Stories

Who is the final ghost to visit Scrooge in "A
Christmas Carol"?

Ill

8  English Poems

in the poem, what creature that crowed in the
mom woke the Judge all shaven and shorn that
married the man all tattered and torn that kissed

the maiden all forlorn?

Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come

8  Watersheds

The South American Continental Divide of the

Americas lies along what mountain range?

rooster fcock^

9  Water

Sometimes, when you first fill a glass with water
from your faucet, it may have a milky white or
hazy appearance that disappears quickly. This
usually happens because the water contains what?

9  Festivals

The harvest festival of the Pilgrims was most
similar to what American national holiday?

an

1 0 Songs

These are the first lines of a song about what
table?

There's hydrogen and helium, then lithium,
beryllium, boron

Carbon everywhere, nitrogen ail through the air
With oxygen so you can breathe, and fluorine
for our pretty teeth.

Neon to light up the signs, sodium for salty
times. periodic table

Thanksgiving

1 0 Land Bridges

The Bering land bridge once connected what two
continents?

Asia. North America
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1 1 Numbers

What is the third square number?

1 1 Australian Seasons

What season occurs In Australia during the months
of September and October?

1 2 Insects

Name the mass of hexagonal wax ceils built by
honeybees.

a  spring

12 La Malson Plcassiette

Since Raymond Isidore covered his house, garden,
courtyard, floors, and furniture with pieces of
broken ceramic tile, it is an example of what art
form?

honeycomb fcomb) mosaic
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1  Gastropods

What kind of terrestrial gastropod is, in many
ways, like a slug, but carries with it a coiied sheli
into which it can fully retract its soft parts?

1  Deserts

in general, deserts are defined as regions with low
what?

snail

2  Word Squares

What are ail three words in a words square given
this information?

Row 1 • two thousand pounds
Row 2 • a number less than two

Row 3 • not old

precipitation

2  Spooky Short Stories

in "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," what is the
profession of Ichabod Crane?

ton, one, new

3  Allusions

The Grand Howl of the Cub Scouts is, "Akela, we'll
do our best!" This is an allusion to what kind of

creature in Rudyard Kipling's "Jungle Book"?

schoolmaster (teacher^

3  Fairy Tales

What fairy tale character became enraged when a
young girl saves her first child by discovering the
name of an imp?

wolf

4  Proverbial Computations

How many birds in the hand are worth 50 in the
bush?

Rumolestiltskin

4  Multiples

What is the sum of the first 5 positive multiples of
6?

5  Time Reckoning

What year was 9 years before 7 A.D.?

5  Sets

What is the intersection of these 2 sets?

(2, 4, 6, 8, 10) and (1, 3, 4, 6. 8)

2 BC for 2 BCE) f4. 6. 81
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6  State Geography
What is the next largest state after Alaska, Texas,
and California?

6  Paper Planee

With a paper plane, where should you attach a
paper clip to make it fly the farthest?

7  Anatomical Poems

What word completes this verse?
Imagine If your precious nose
were sandwiched In between your toes.
That clearly would not be a treat,
for you'd be forced to smell your...

Montana front fnose^

7  Fantasies

In a fantasy novel. Fiver, Bigwig, Holly, Cowslip,
Hazel, and Bluebell establish a new warren in what
location?

8  Languages around the World

Name any Latin American country that begins with
the letter "P" In which Spanish Is the official
language.

Watershfp Down

8  Garment Tales

in what story do two rogues claim to be weavers
whose products were not only uncommonly
beautiful but also had the wonderful quality that
they would be Invisible to anyone who was either
unfit for the office he held or was hopelessly
stupid?

Peru. Paraguay. Panama

9  A Place to Stand

Where would you be if you were standing in such a
place that to your left is north, to your right Is
north, behind you is north, and in front of you is
north?

South Pole

1 0 Great Lakes

Which is the only one of the Great Lakes that Is not
shared by the U.S. and Canada?

The Emperor's New Clothes

9  Fudge Problems
You have a block of fudge cut into 10 equal pieces.
You consume one piece while your brother eats
twice as many pieces as your sister. If there are
three pieces left, how many pieces did your sister
eat?

1 0 Jack's House

in the nursery rhyme, what creature ate the malt
that lay In the house that Jack built?

Lake Michigan lAl
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1 1 Fictional Anlmala

Who is the main character In the series of books
that include woozies, jagulars, and heffalumps as
well as Roo, Owl, Jigger, and Piglet?

1 1 Ancient Egypt

Around 3100 B.C., Upper and Lower Egypt became
united under a single leader who held what title?

Winnie-the-Pooh

1 2 What's the Object?
What is the direct object in this lyric?

in fourteen hundred ninety-two,
Columbus sailed the ocean blue.

Pharaoh

1 2 Averagee

What is the average of 4 and Its reciprocal?

^.1^5
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1  Shopping Math

Mr. Flintstone dropped by his local lapidary
purveyor and bought two rocks. One of them cost
$15 and he paid a total of $27 for both. What was
the cost of the other rock?

1  Dams

In what country Is Three Gorges Dam located?

112

2  Technology

These are among the greatest engineering
achievements of what century?

agricultural mechanization
electrification

water supply distribution
air conditioning
laser optics
nuclear technologies

20th centurv

3  Numeration

What word Is missing In this one-liner?
An ancient Roman walks Into a bakery, puts up

two

fingers, and says, "I'll have — cookies,
please."

China

2  Governmental Aspirations

What word describes an Individual who seeks an

elective position In local, state, or national
government?

candidate

3  Snow

Formed by sun, rain, or wind, what Is the term for
a harder snow surface lying upon a softer layer?

iiye

4  Consecutive integers

What Is the difference between the squares of the
numbers 8 and 9?

crust

4  Eclipses

What kind of eclipse occurs when the Moon moves
Into the Earth's shadow?

12

5  insects

In Insects, what Is the third body region behind the
head and thorax?

lunar eclipse

5  Poisonous Creatures

Venomous creatures dispense their poisons by
spraying, stinging, or what else?

abdomen biting
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6  Wordplay

What is the only number word with its quantity of
letters matching the number it denotes?

6  Calendar Math

If the first Friday of the month falls on the 3rd,
the last Tuesday of the month fails on what day?

four

7  Problem Solving
What method of problem solving, typically used In
a group, involves members suggesting whatever
solutions that come to mind until the optimal one Is
determined?

. JStt;
7  Songs

What stringed musical instrument is mentioned in
the lyrics of "I've Been Working on the Railroad"?

bralnstorminq

8  Folk Tales

What did Chicken Ucken cause Ducky Lucky,
Goosey Loosey, Turkey Lurkey, and Gander Lander
to believe was happening?

ibaojfi

8  Forms of Poetry

What kind of poem is structured so that the first,
second, and fifth lines rhyme with one another
while the shorter third and fourth lines also

rhyme with each other?

The skv was fatllna.

9  Time

How many months are In a decade?

limerick

9  Carriages

What kind of horse-drawn carriage used for a
variety of purposes such as archery platforms,
hunting, and racing consisted mainly of a wheeled
floor with a waist-high semicircular guard in
front?

120

1 0 Numbers

What is the smallest positive three-syllable
integer?

chariot

1 0 Amendments

Some of the original framers of the Constitution
and many of the delegates In state-ratifying
conventions were concerned that the document did

not specify individual rights. These concems were
alleviated with the first ten amendments

collectively known as what?

eleven Bill of Rights
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1 1 Birds

What kind of birds are these?

scaled, banded, Gambel's, bobwhite

1 1 Familiar Phrases

The name of what bird Is missing In these
expressions?
Your — is cooked.

I'm on a wild — chase.

They killed the — that laid the golden eggs.

quail

1 2 Coionies

Baltimore and Annapolis were cities In what
American colony?

1 2 islands

Name the largest island in the United States.

Maryland Hawaii
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1  Rhyme Schemes

What is the rhyme scheme In this Civil War
poem?
Under the sod and the dew

Waiting the judgment day.
Under the laurel the Blue

Under the willow the Gray.

1  Age Problems
In years, how old is someone who is 9999 days
old?

2  Surveying

A surveyor's chain measures 100 links or 22
yards or how many feet?

22

2  Water Treatment

Name the process of adding hypochlorite to
drinking water to kiil microbes and bacteria.

3  Divisibility

A number is not divisible by two unless Its last
digit is one of what five integers?

chlorinatlon

3  Art Media

These are traditional media used in what basic

visual art form?

chalk, markers, crayons, pencils, charcoal

0- 2- 4. 6. 8

4  Tissues

What kind of fibrous tissue replaces normal skin
after an injury?

drawing

4  Aiiusions

The name of what fictional character completes
this allusion?

He lies so much that I am surprised his nose
hasnl grown like ...

scar tissue

5  Antagonists

These remarks are about what villain in the Harry
Potter series?

-She is small-minded, cruel, a cat-lover,
and very scary.

-She is everything evil about the facelessness
and heartiessness of bureaucracy.
-She is willing to cross any number of lines

in her thirst for power.
Professor Umbridae for Umbridaet

Pinocchio's

5  Forces

After the Big Bang, what force pulled atoms
together to eventually create planets and stars?

gravity
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6  Pronouns

What are the pronouns in the "Pledge of
Allegiance"?

6  Idioms

What word is missing in these anatomical idioms?
dose to the —

have a — to pick with someone
chilled to the —

dry as a —

I. it. all

7  Blood

Arterial blood is bright red because it contains a
great deal of what?

bone

7  American Revolution

The American Revolution officially ended in
September of 1783 when Great Britain formally
recognized the independence of the United States.
To the nearest whole year, how long had it been
since the signing of the Dedaration of
Independence?

oxygen

8  Wars

In 1845, the American annexation of the Texas
Republic triggered a war with what country?

7 years

8  Travel Problems

Your folk's spiffy new hybrid car has a highway
rating of 45 miles per gallon. If the one-way
distance to their destination Is 2430 miles, how
many gallons of fuel do they need for the round
trip?

9  Novels

These are significant aspeds of what novel?
a curse

Clyde "Sweet Feef Livingston's shoes
onions

a teacher turned outlaw

a drought
lost loot

a juvenile disciplinary facility
Madame Zeroni Holes

1 0 Statues

In Portland Oregon, Bangor Maine, Klamath
California, and Bemidji Minnesota are tall statues
of what legendary logger?

Ififi

9  Holidays

What holiday occurs closest to the shortest day of
the year in the Northern Hemisphere?

Christmas

1 0 Percentage Problems

In your live well, 40% of your fish are channel
catfish and the rest are crappies. If there are six
catfish, how many crappies are there?

Paul Bunyan S
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1 1 Animal Descriptions

This is about what kind of animals?

They are extraordinariiy like children, these
little people of the Antarctic world, either like
children, or like old men, full of their own
importance and late for dinner, in their black
tail-coats and white shirt-fronts, and rather
portly withal.

penguins

1 2 Ciphers

The Caesar cipher repiaces each letter by the
letter three places beyond it in the alphabet. Using
the code, the name of what Sesame Street character
is spelled "EHUVT?

1 1 Context Clues

What is the context clue for "resolute" in this

line?

i am determined to graduate with honor
and my brother is just as resolute.

determined

1 2 Dedicated Real Estate

Name the land allotments set aside by the U.S.
government for peoples such as the Hopi,
Chippewa, Sioux, and Arapaho.

Bert reservations
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1  Comparative Geography
What single nation is the largest country in both
Europe and Asia?

1  Animals

These statements describe what Australian

animal?

-Males are called bucks, boomers, and jacks.
-Females are called does, flyers, and jllis.
-Their young are called joeys.

Russia

2  American Revolution

Although the British Pariiament was mainly
responsible for provoking the American
Revolution, because he was the ruler of the
empire, what king did the Declaration of
independence name as the villain?

kangaroos

2  Plurals

The plural form of which noun in this line is not
identical to its singular form?
An offspring of a moose doesnl look anything
like a cod, shrimp, swine, bison, or snake.

III

3  Sets

What is the set of all numbers whose absolute

value equals 7?

snake

3  Liquids

While liquids have a definite volume, they lack a
definite what?

4  Shedding

The shedding by an animal of its fur, feathers, or
skin is called what?

shape

4  Geoiogicai Haikus

What is this haiku all about?

Mountain awakes

Rery underworld reaches heaven
Nature's fireworks

molting

5  Porcine Tales

In the climax of what story is Wiibur's life saved
when Homer Zuckerman decides not to butcher

him.

volcanoes

5  Suited Stories

In Tuck Everlasting," what is the color of the suit
worn by the strange man?

Charlotte's Web vellow
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6  Zoology

What kind of animals are these?
wahoo, cobia, mahi-mahi, gar, snapper

6  Seta

What are all the terms comprising the set of
positive even numbers less than or equal to 10?

Mb

7  Reapiratory System

In what organs Is carbon dioxide extracted and
oxygen absorbed by the blood?

g- 4. 6. 8. 10

7  Revolutionary Time

For about a year and a half during the French
Revolution, each day was divided Into 10 hours,
each hour had 100 minutes, and each minute had |
100 seconds. So, using that scheme, how many |
seconds were In each day? 1

lungs

8  State Borders

Which state that borders Louisiana extends

farthest to the south?

1QQ.0Q0!
8  Marine Life

Fringing reefs, barrier reefs, and atolls consist
mainly of what marine Invertebrates?

9  Ticks

How many legs do ticks have?

Texas corals

9  Uncle Remus

What character In an Uncle Remus story says
this?

I was bred and bom In a briar patch, Brer Fox.

a

1 0 Planets

What planet Is almost twice the size of Mars and a
bit larger than Venus?

Brer Rabbit

1 0 Moons

During what month does the Long Night Moon occur
In Honduras?

Earth December
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1 1 Forces

What force causes your hands to warm up when
you rub them together?

1 1 Horse Stories

Waiter Farley wrote a series of novels featuring a
particular male horse. The third book is about the
horse's first colt, Satan. The sixth is about his
second colt, Bonfire. The eighth is about his first
fiily, Black Minx. What is the title of the first
book in this series?

friction

1 2 Musical Instruments

What broad category of musical instruments can be
strummed?

The Black Stallion

1 2 Fantasies

in The Phantom Tollbooth," Milo rescues what two

princesses from the Castle in the Air?

stringed instruments Rhvme. Reason
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1  Wordplay

This is an example of what kind of wordplay?
If six pink minks had six sticks
with six pink ink finks in six creeks
then six minks and six finks

would have 66 pink minks and six ink finks.

1  Fiction

In "Lord of the Flies," the boys give what name to
the corpse of a fighter pilot that is hanging from a
parachute in the trees?

tongue twister

2  Energy Production

What kind of mill uses sails or blades to convert
moving air into rotational energy?

the Beast

2  Rodents

What large, semiaquatic rodents are known for
building canals, dams, and lodges?

windmill fwind turbine)

3  Ancient Civilizations

The Inca civilization developed on what continent?

beavers

3  Mysteries

Name the series of mysteries by Ron Roy that
includes these titles.

The Absent Author, The Bald Bandit, The
Canary Caper, The Deadly Dungeon, The Empty
Envelope, The Yellow Yacht, The Zombie Zone

South America

4  Songs

What popular American folk song could have been
given this synonymous title?
Domicile on the Expansive Tract
Suitable for Livestock Grazing

A to Z Mysteries

4  Moon Folklore

Also known as the Egg Moon, the Paschal Moon, or
the Grass Moon, during what month does the Easter
Moon usually occur?

Home on the Range

5  Animal Sounds

What word that rhymes with "feet" characterizes
the sounds made by giraffes, goats, and lambs?

April

5  Wordplay

These lines Illustrate what form of wordplay?
I saw a kitten eating chicken in the kitchen.
I thought I thought of thinking of thanking you.
i wish to wash my Irish wristwatch.
I saw Susie sitting in a shoeshine shop.

bleat tongue twisters for alliteration^
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6  Missionaries

During the last three years of his life, what
missionary visited all the missions he had founded
from San Diego to San Francisco?

6  If Looks Couid Kill

Who is a grumpy woman,
That you'd better just leave alone,
Who has snakes instead of hair

And can turn you into stone?

Junipero Serra

7  Canine Tales

A dog saves young Arliss Coates from a bear, his
brother Travis from some wild hogs, and their
mom from a wolf. Name this book by Fred Gipson.

Medusa

7  Word Squares

What is the fourth line in a word square that
begins with these words?
atom

tame

omen

Old Yeller

8  Historical Planetary Divisions

While the New World consists of the Americas,

what three continents comprise the Old World?

8  Daylight

At any given site in North America, there are about
the same number of minutes of daylight on the
20th of March as there are on the 21st of what

other month?

^urops. Asia. Africa

9  Coioniai Eponyms

What early 17th-century New World colony was
named after King James I?

September

9  Exotic Animals

What kind of mammal Is a giant panda?

Jamestown

1 0 Minerals

What is the collective name for these sources of

metals?

cassiterite for tin

rhodonite for manganese
chromite for chromium

malachite for copper
hematite for iron

bear

1 0 Rivers

A river begins at its headwaters and ends at its
what?

QlSS. mouth
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1 1 Stalactites

What is the common term for ice stalactites?

1 1 Fictional Estates

In the Harry Potter tales, what manor is the home
of Lucius, Narcissa, and Draco?

icicles

1 2 Fairy Tales

In what fairy tale does the queen repeatedly ask,
"Who is the fairest one of them all?"

Malfov Manor

1 2 Grammar

Grammatically speaking, these are ail examples of
what?

you've
I'll

arent

Where's

she'd

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs contractions
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1  Erroneous Predictions

The area indicated by this passage from an 1858
Journal became what national park?
After entering it there is nothing to do but
leave. Ours has been the first, and will
doubtlessly be the last party of whites to visit
this profitless locality. It seems intended by
nature that the Colorado River shall be forever
unvisited and undisturbed.

Grand Canvon

2  Numbers

What do Americans call the number that in Britain
Is one thousand million?

1  Patterns in Nature

When wind passes over small regions of sand, it
creates ripples. But when winds blow over
extensive regions of sand, what landforms are
created?

2  A Thinking Probiem

What is the next letter In this fundamental series?

OTTFFSSE...

ong billion

3  Fantasies

In "The Indian In the Cupboard," what does the
protagonist Inherit from his great grandmother
that magically gives life to inanimate objects?

N (for nine)

3  Wheels

in a parking lot, there are 29 motorcycles and 28
pickups, for a total of how many wheels?

a key

4  siiverstein

in Shel Sllversteln's poem, Sarah Cynthia Sylvia
Stout would not do what?

USi
4  Welcomes

This Invitation suggests what island?
Leprechauns, castles, good luck and laughter
Lullabies, dreams, and love ever after.
Poems and songs with pipes and drums
A thousand welcomes v^n anyone comes.

Take the qaitoaae out.

5  State Syiiabication

There are five syllables In the names of what two
U.S. states?

Ireland

5  Headdresses

The war bonnets of the Plains Indians usually
featured the feathers of what kind of bird?

North and South Carolina



TOSS-UP
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BONUS
6  Word Squares

What are all three words In a words square given
this Information?

Row 1 - to question
Row 2 - to look

Row 3 - used to unlock a door

ask, see, kev

7  Weekdays

Name the day that Is as many days away from
Thursday as It Is from Monday.

6  Narrators

Who Is the narrator In the story that contains
these lines?

"Nice wedder dis mawnlng," sezee.
Tar-Baby ain't sayin' nuthin' en Brer Fox,
e lay low.
"How you come on, den? Is you deaf?"
sez Brer Rabbit, sezee. "Kaze If you Is,
1 kin holler louder," sezee.

Uncle Remus

7  Continents

What are the only two continents that are entirely
located In the Northern Hemisphere?

Saturday

8  Cephalopods

OctopI and squid can release a cloud of dark liquid
to confuse predators. Name that substance.

North America. Europe

8  Rebuses

IKD Is a rebus for a mixed-up what?

9  Figures of Speech

What figure of speech Is used In this line?
Many mumbling mice are making
midnight music In the moonlight.

Ink kid

9  Hybrids

Possibly related to climate change and definitely
resulting from Increasing Interactions among
species, grolars are crosses of what two kinds of
bears?

alliteration

1 0 Platitudes

What verb Is missing In each of these platitudes?
You doni — people like that in your life.
You — to believe In yourself.
You just — to get over It.
You — some sleep.

arlzzlv. polar

1 0 Holidays

What U.S. federal holiday honors those who died
while serving In the American armed forces?

Memorial Dav
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1 1 Voting

Complete this phrase that Is used In a voice vote to
determine how many of a group do not support a
motion on the floor.

All ...

1 1 Healthy Proverbs

What is the more modem version of this old

proverb from Wales?
Eat an apple on going to bed, and you'll
keep the doctor from eaming his bread.

1 2 Planets

What planet has exactly two moons?

opposed An apple a dav keens the doctor awav.

1 2 Government Forms

What basic form of govemment has been described
as two wolves and one sheep voting on what to have
for dinner?

Mars democracv
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1  Nationalities 1 Density
What was the nationality of Ferdinand Magellan and What happens to air density as elevation
Henry the Navigator? decreases?

Portuguese

2  Eponyms

What towns in both Georgia and New Jersey were
named for the inventor of the phonograph and
incandescent lamp?

It becomes higher (greater, increases^.

2  Radiation

What kind of rays given off by the Sun are also
produced by tanning beds, mercury vapor lamps,
and black lights?

Edison

3  Syllabication
How many syllables are In this line?
Silence is golden but duct tape is silver.

11

4  Aviation Quotations

What is the surname of the man who said this?

When my brother and I built the first
man>carrylng flying machine, we thought
that we were introducing into the world
an invention which would make further

wars practically impossible.

ultraviolet rays

3  Gone Fishing

Rancid left his cabin at 6:45 a.m. to go fishing, and
retumed at 7:30 p.m. How long was he gone?

12 a/4 hours 112 hours 45 minutest

4  Autumn

A spell of wamn, dry weather in autumn that
occurs after a hard frost is called what?

Wright

5  Factors

Determine the greatest common factor of 60, 40,
and 24.

Indian summer

5  Women of the Revolution

Who is said to have often totd her grandchildren
about a day in 1776 when a committee from the
Continental Congress including George Washington,
Robert Morris, and George Ross asked her to sew a
flag?

Betsy Ross
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6  Eggs

An egg of what African bird weighs three pounds
and may have dimensions up to 4.5 by 7 inches?

6  Harry Potter

What character in the Harry Potter series is
referred to as "You Know Who" and "He Who Must
Not Be Named"?

7  Number Problems

If four more than twice a number is 18, what Is
the number?

Voldemort

7  Reflection

Name the kind of surface that reflects ail colors of

visible light.

S  Pronunciation

What special kind of letters are In these words?
crumbs, champagne, knife, salmon,
pneumonia, debris, answer

mirror

8  Orbits

The International Space Station orbits Earth about
every 90 minutes, which means that in a day, the
iSS completes how many orbits?

Silent letters

9  Adventure Novels

Who Is the main character In the adventure novel

that also Includes these characters?

King Azaz the Unabridged
Faintly Macabre
Officer Shrift

The Whether Man

The Gelatinous Giant

Took

Rhyme and Reason Miio

1 0 Myths

What mythical Chinese creature has the body of a
reptile, the tall of a serpent, scaly skin, sharp
teeth, four legs, feet with lion's daws, and the
ability to fly?

Ig

9  Poetic Geographical Punnery

The name of what North American country Is
missing In this geographical verse?
I'm Hungary right before my meal.
And boy, this hunger sure Israel,
Oh could Jamaica pizza please.
And open a — peas.

OfmaHa

10 Length Measures

How many yards are In 16 1/2 feet?

dragon g 1/g
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1 1 Bears

What bear that once inhabited ntost of the country
west of the Mississippi from Mexico north to the
Arctic Circle was designated a threatened species
by the U.S. Congress in 1975?

1 1 Moon Folklore

During what month does the Moon after Yule
occur?

grizzly bear

1 2 Injuries

What is the term for a patch of raised skin that
contains a watery liquid?

January

1 2 Rhyming Words

in the song, This is My Country," what are the
first two words that rhyme with "girth"?

blister birth, earth
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1  Sets

What kind of set consists of all the points on a line
segment?

infinite

2  Folksongs

Name the foiksong from which these lines were
taken.

•Fly's in the buttermilk, shoo, fly, shoo.
-Lost my partner, what'll I do?

1  Poems

What is the surname of the little girl in a Shel
Silverstein poem that includes these lines?
Brown bananas, rotten peas.
Chunks of sour cottage (^eese.
Bacon rinds and chicken bones.
Drippy ends of ice cream cones.
Pizza crusts and withered greens,
Soggy beans and tangerines.

Stout

2  Wordplay

These are all examples of what kind of words?
peep, mom, deed, toot, eye, did, eve, madam

Skip to Mv Lou

3  Songs

What kind of animal Is missing in this excerpt
from a song?
There was a farmer had a —

and Bingo was his name-o
BINGO, BINGO, BINGO
and Bingo was his name-o.

4  Contractions

What contraction is found in the U.S. national

anthem?

pallndromic fpalindromes^

3  Tales of Royalty

This is from what story by Hans Christian
Andersen?

In the morning, the queen asked how the young
girl had slept. She said, "Oh, horribly! I hardly
closed my eyes all night. Goodness knows what
there was In the bed! I was lying on something
hard, so that I am black and blue all over my
body."

The Princess and the Pea

4  Government Statistics

If there are 3034 counties in the U.S., to the
nearest whole number, what is the average
number of counties per state?

o'ei

5  Genres

These books are examples of what genre of
nonf lotion?

"A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Charlotte

Charke" by Charlotte Charke
"Some Account of the Fore-Part of the Life of

Elizabeth Ashbridge" by Elizabeth Ashbridge

£1

5  Arthropod Poetry

These lines from a Mary Howitt poem are about
what two arthropods?
The way into my parlor is up a winding stair.
And I have many pretty things to show when
you are there.

autobioaraohv spider, fiv
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6  Statues

Since the dedication of the Statue of Liberty
occurred ten years after the centennial of the
American Declaration of Independence, this
ceremony occurred in what year?

6  Legends

Name either of the two rivers that are the settings
for folk tales about Mike Fink.

1886

7  Fictional Superheroes

What is the first name of the incredibly strong
daughter of the buccaneer Captain Ephraim
Longstocking?

MississiDDi. Ohio

7  Cycles

The hydrologic cycle involves the transport of
water between the land, the sea, and what else?

PIppI

8  Conquest

In the 16th century, invaders from what country
conquered the Inca people?

the atmosphere fskv^

8  Big Snows

During the winter of 1998-99, Mount Baker in
Washington measured a total snowfall of 1140
inches, which is the equivalent of how many feet?

Spain

9  Etymology

These words came into English from what
language?

lanai, mahi-mahi, lei, pol, luau, aloha

9  Sets

What is the range of the set of whole numbers
between 5 and 45?

Hawaiian

1 0 Geomythology

What natural phenomenon is found in this tale?
Beneath Japan is a giant catfish named
Namazu. The god Kashima keeps Namazu still
by holding a gigantic stone on Its head. But
sometimes Kashima sleeps and Namazu can
move its whiskers or tall, causing the ground
above him to move.

as

1 0 Aviation History

Who said this?

I confess that in 1901 I said to my brother
Orville that man would not fly for fifty years.

earthquake Wilbur Wrioht
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1 1 Cave Formations

A mnemonic device for remembering the names of
cave formations is that staiactite has a "0" for

ceiling and what similar term has a "G" for
ground?

1 1 Ornithologicai Poems

According to the limerick, what kind of wonderful
bird has a bill that holds more than its belly can?

stalagmite

1 2 Atoms

What are the two largest subatomic particles in
the nucleus of an atom?

pelican

1 2 Beliefs

What kind of beliefs are Illustrated in these

examples?
-ringing bells frighten evil spirits away
-wearing opal brings bad luck
-a horseshoe hung in your bedroom with its
ends pointing up keeps nightmares away
-avoid anything important on Friday the 13th

proton, neutron superstitions
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1  Animated Musicals

What cinematic musical telis the story of Simba
who is destined to succeed his father, Mufasa, as
king?

1  Shelters

While a quinzhee is a shelter made by hollowing
out a pile of settled st)ow, what kind of shelter Is
made from blocks of hard snow?

Thg Mon King

2  Amateur Art

Name the kind of self-portrait taken with a camera
phone.

igloo

2  Reasoning

A basket contains five apples. How can you divide
them such that each of five kids get one apple each
while one apple remains In the basket?

seifie

3  Platforms

What Is the term for the portable, adjustable,
three-legged stands used In surveying and
photography?

One kid gets his apple in the basket.

3  Congress

What part of the U.S. Congress has representatives
elected every two years?

triPods

4  Missiles

The name of what missile is missing In this verse?
The — is a magical stick
For when Ifs thrown right, it does a peculiar
trick.

First it flies straight, then tums around.
And where i am standing. It falls to the ground.

House of ReprBsentativas

Measurement Problems

To the nearest hundredth, 880 feet equals what
part of a mile?

boomerang

5  Instrument History
Depicted in art works from ancient Babylon,
Assyria, Greece, and Egypt, what musical
Instruments made of various alloys have the
appearance of round, domed plates?

A1

5  Championship Math

In the 2015 World Inter-School Rope Skipping
Championships, an 11-year-old boy managed to
skip a rope 216 times In 30 seconds, or how many
times per second?

cymbals 7.2
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6  Peter Pan

Captain Hook loathes Peter Pan for hacking off his
hand and feeding It to what kind of creature?

6  Oceanographic Vocabulary

What "line" separates a land surface from an ocean
or sea?

orQOQdil^

7  Literary Analogies

Stanzas are to poetry as paragraphs are to what?

prose

8  State Neighbors

What state that borders Minnesota extends farthest

to the north?

coastline

7  Songs

The Muppets sang this song about people In what
profession?
Shiver my timbers, shiver my soul / Yo ho,
heave ho / There are men with hearts as black

as coal / Yo ho, heave ho /And they sailed their
ship across the ocean blue / A bloodthirsty
captain and a cutthroat crew.

piracy

8  Multiple Meanings

What adjective that means doubtful or suspicious
also suggests the taste or odor of cold-blooded
aquatic vertebrates?

North Dakota

9  Kipling's Characters

in "The Jungle Book," what kind of animals are
HathI and Kala Nag?

fishv

9  Animal Poems

This Is from a Rudyard Kipling story about what
small carnivorous mammal?

Turn for turn and twist for twlst-

(Run and hide thee, Nag.)
Hahl The hooded Death has missed!

(Woe betide thee, Nag!)

elephants

1 0 Silent Letters

What Is the last word with a silent letter In "The

Pledge of Allegiance"?

RIkkl-Tikkl-Tavi fmonaoose^

1 0 Ornithology

What kind of birds are these?

hooded

black-necked

sandhill

whooping

justice cranes
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1 1 Words

What kind of words are these?

earmark, headache, sunshine, underwater

1 1 Anniversaries

In 1992, replicas of Christopher Columbus' ships
arrived in New York, celebrating what
anniversary of his first landing in the New World?

compound words

1 2 Sentence Types

Each of the lines in these lyrics illustrates what
category of sentence?
Who put the bomp in the bomp bah bomp ba
bomp?
Who put the ram in the rama lama ding dong?
Who put the bop in the bop shoo bop shoo bop?
Who put the dip in the dip da dip da dip?

500th

1 2 Astronomy

What consists of the Sun and ail the objects that
orbit it?

interrogative solar svstem
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1  Folksongs

According to the folksong, what does the guy sing
all day who "went down south for to see my Sal"?

1  Detectives

What young man created by Donald Sobol offers
detective services for 25 cents a day plus
expenses, and advertises that no case Is too small?

Pollv Wotiv Doodle

2  Poetic Patterns

Express the rhyme pattern In the lines below
using the letters "a" and "b."
The grass will poke between your toes.
Smell the flowers with your nose.
Clouds form shapes within the skies,
And light will glisten from your eyes.

Lerov "Encvclopedia" Brown

2  Currency

What country that is geographicaily ciosest to the
United States also calls Its unit of currency a
dollar?

3  Sllverstein

This Is the introduction to what book by Shel
Sllverstein?

If you are a dreamer, come in
If you are a dreamer, a wisher, a liar,
A hope-er, a pray-er, a magic bean buyer...
If you're a pretender, come sit by the fire
For we have some flax-golden tales to spin.
Come in! Come In!

Where the Sidewalk Ends

4  Matter

Balloons depend on matter In what state In order to
maintain their size and shape?

3  Wordplay

What form of wordplay is Illustrated in this
one-liner?

I'd tell you my joke about a cow,
but I always butcher It.

gun

4  Tributaries

What river has tributaries that begin In Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia?

5  Country Names

What South American country was named for the
explorer associated with the year, 1492?

Amazon

5  Reciprocals

What Is the reciprocal of 19/7?

Colombia 7/19
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6  Conquistadors

Vasco Balboa founded the first permanent European
settlement on the mainland of the Americas at a
site in what modem Central American country?

Panama

7  Double Meaning

What word in this headline has a double meaning?
Big Rig Carrying Fruit Crashes on Freeway,
Creates Jam

6  Book Series

What name did Gertrude Chandler Warner give to
the four orphans who are central to these stories?
Surprise island
The Yellow House Mystery
Mystery Ranch
Blue Bay Mystery
The Woodshed Mystery
The Lighthouse Mystery

Boxcar Children

7  Double Negatives

Restate this sentence using a double negative.
1 didn't do anything wrong.

8  Numbers

Which number does not fit in this group?
3, 7, 15, 17, 22, 27, 29, 35

I didnt do nothing wrong.

8  Vowels

How many long vowels are In this lyric?
the home of the free and the brave

22 m is not odd)

9  Kennlngs

"Eye rain" is a kenning for what dear, salty liquid
secretions?

9  Vowels

What is the last state on a list of U.S. states that

includes three vowels In its name?

tears

1 0 Suffixes

Words ending in these suffixes are usually what
part of speech?

-Ity
-sion

-ance

-ness

noun

Wyoming

1 0 Paotory Math
A widget factory produces 150 widgets every 8
minutes. In how many minutes can it produce 675
widgets?
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1 1 Combinations

If you have 5 table tennis balls In a bag, In how
many ways can you select 1 of these balls from the
bag?

1 1 Elevations

What Is the elevation span for these two extreme
sites In the United States?

Badwater Basin, -279 feet
Denall Peak, 20,310 feet

1 2 Snow

Although they all appear to be unique, every
snowflake has how many sides or arms?

S  20. 589 feet

1 2 Things Not to Do

These are all things you should not do In the event
of what natural phenomenon?
Go to the highest nearby point.
Lie flat on the ground.
Take to the open water.
Take shelter under flagpoles or tall trees.
Stand In a puddle.
Hold a golf club high above you.

g  llohtnlno


